THE OPEN DAY DRAMA

Focus: Active Learning

Synopsis
The school open day is coming up. Major, Kevwe, Kabir and Efe are grouped together to present a drama about the tortoise who wants to help other animals capture the elephant. However, the other animals do not believe him because he is small, slow and fragile. The children assign who will be playing what animal and begin rehearsals.

During the rehearsals, they quarrel with each other repeatedly and are not making head way. Major, the group leader notices this and devises a strategy. He tricks them by telling them that he heard they had been put together in one group because they are very special pupils and that they needed to prove that to all on the open day. The children are elated at the news and forget their differences and work together to put the drama together. On the open day, Efe falls ill and cannot make it. The rest of the team decide they know enough of each other’s role to play her part along with theirs.